Project Goals: We are developing next-generation assays for biofuels research using microfluidic technologies to provide significant improvement over conventional platforms in throughput, sensitivity, multiplexing and speed of analysis. These platforms are useful for numerous aspects of biofuels R&D including biomass deconstruction, feedstock development, and fuel synthesis.

Microfluidic platforms are finding widespread applications in biochemical analysis relevant to bioenergy research. Examples that we are exploring include screening of genetically-engineered cellulases and glycosyltransferases, assessing performance of pretreatment processes, optimization of enzyme cocktails for hydrolysis of biomass, and combinatorial screening of gene variants for optimization of metabolic pathways. For activity screening of glycosyl hydrolases and transferases, we have developed a microfluidic electrophoretic glycan analysis protocol that can be performed in a commercial microfluidic instrument. The chip allows 10-fold faster analysis than HPLC using 100-fold smaller amounts of reagents. Recently, we have been developing a droplet microfluidic platform for carrying out hundreds of reactions in parallel for two applications- a) screening of enzyme cocktails and b) combinatorial assembly of genes. Performing multi-step biochemical assays require the ability to perform functions such as droplet merging for addition of reagents and droplet sorting for selective isolation of desired reactions. We have developed innovative schemes to reproducibly merge, sort, and array droplets. The droplet chip was used to screen combinations of cellulases with real insoluble substrates and the results show that the chip-based screening is an excellent agreement with conventional screening methods while offering advantages of throughput, speed and lower reagent consumption.